‘In this lyrical, searching and intimate book, philosophy becomes poetry,
argument becomes prayer, and skepticism becomes love, even—especially
—in the face of doubt and suffering.’
laura dassow walls, john h. bennett, jr., chair of southern letters,
department of english, university of south carolina, usa
‘Lost Intimacy in American Thought is a wide-ranging saunter at the side
of an open-minded and eloquent companion.’
steven e. webb, author of ‘presence, memory, and faith:
excerpts from a notebook on the inward morning’
‘ ‘‘It is a mistake,’’ Mooney insists, ‘‘to think that philosophy must maintain
an impassable divide between professionalized discourse and intimate
appraisal.’’ Lost Intimacy shows how right he is.’
philip cafaro, associate professor of philosophy,
colorado state university, usa

LOST INTIMACY IN AMERICAN THOUGHT

‘Lost Intimacy in American Thought proceeds in a lyrical mode, as though
to exemplify, as well as to assert, that we can be redeemed from the
quiet desperation that underlies modernity, and much of contemporary
philosophy. This is a book to be savored.’
stanley bates, professor emeritus of philosophy, middlebury college, usa
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‘This book is a work of love, in which a group of extraordinary thinkers
are defended as exemplars of authentic philosophy and united as part of
an alternative canon . . . This is truly an essential text.’
rick anthony furtak, associate professor of philosophy,
colorado college, usa
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AMERICAN THOUGHT

Recovering Personal Philosophy From Thoreau to Cavell

‘. . . courageous, haunting, insightful, and rich in personal gratitude.’
daniel conway, professor of philosophy, texas a&m university, usa
‘Lost Intimacy is a transformative book. Mooney finds new ways into the
visions and affirmations of Thoreau, Cavell, Bugbee, James and others . . .
that transfigures these writings and makes new claims on us.’
tyler t. roberts, professor of religious studies, grinnell college, ia, usa
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